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01/51– CDT & Friends:
Dimensional flow in quantum gravity
Perturbative QG: Renormalizable near D = 2 [Gastmans et al.
1978; Weinberg 1979; Kawai & Ninomiya 1990;. . . ].
String theory (worldsheet): conformal techniques.
Noncommutative geometry: fundamental and effective
level [Connes 2006; Benedetti 2008; Alesci & Arzano 2012].
CDT (simplicial path integral): dS ∼ 2 at small
scales [Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz & Loll 2005; Benedetti & Henson 2009].
Spin foams: dS < 4 [Modesto (et al.) 2008–10].
QEG (asymptotic safety): UV spectral dimension dS = 2,
intermediate regime dS ∼ 4/3 [Lauscher & Reuter 2005; Reuter &
Saueressig 2011].
HL gravity (perturbative QFT): UV dS = 2 [Horˇava 2008,2009].
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02/51– A mysterious constant
Based on a not-too-recent observation by Barrow (1983)
Including Planck’s constant ~, the electron charge e, Newton’s
constant G, and the speed of light c, one can construct a
dimensionless constant in a spacetime of Hausdorff dimension
dH as
C = `2(3−dH)Pl e
dH−2G
dH





Remarkably, in dH = 2 the fundamental constant coincides with
(the square of) the Planck length, C = `2Pl, while all the other
couplings disappear.
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03/51– 2 is the magic number:
Dimensional flow in quantum gravity
Dimensional reduction or Dimensional flow
Changing behaviour of correlation functions (as across a phase
transition), spacetime with scale-dependent “dimension.”
Universal feature in quantum gravity related to UV finiteness
[’t Hooft 1993; Carlip 2009,2010; G.C. 2010].
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04/51– Recipe
Find a formalism describing this and other features of QG
theories with tools borrowed from other branches of
physics: fundamental or effective (double goal).
Dimensional flow at structural level (rather than indirect
property): dS ↔ dH, multiscale. (dS: indirect property,
diffusion of a pointwise source to probe local manifold
structure. In general dH 6= dS).
Regarded as fundamental: (power-counting)
renormalizable and invariant under some symmetry group
[Collins et al. 2004,2006]. Lorentz invariant at large scales.
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05/51– Added boni:
Discrete-to-continuum transition of geometry and
emergence of scale hierarchy.
Clarification of spectral theory (Fourier transform) on
fractals.
Insight into the relationship between multiscale geometries,
stochastic processes and analytic profiles for dS.
Connection with noncommutative spacetimes and
clarification of κ-Minkowski.
Revisiting the RG flow.
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06/51– What are fractals?
Rigorous definition of fractal [Strichartz 2003]
“I know one when I see one.”
1 Fine structure (detail at every scale). OK
2 Irregular structure (ordinary differentiability given up). OK
3 Self-similarity. ?
4 (Non-integer dimension.) ?
5 dS ≤ dH. ?
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07/51– From fractals to fractional
A simple implementation of dimensional flow (multifractal
geometry) is a change of measure.
Working with discontinuous sets may be very difficult
(mathematics not yet fully developed).
In certain regimes, calculus on fractals is approximated by
continuous fractional calculus [Ren et al. 1996–2003; Nigmatullin et
al. 1992–2010], natural to consider fractional integrals over a
space with (scale-dependent) fractional dimension.
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08/51– Fractional approximates fractal
Integrals on net fractals (e.g., self-similar or cookie-cutter
sets) can be approximated by fractional integrals with








“≈” means Re(p)→+∞∼ or, equivalently, taking the average
over a log period.
Fractional integrals describe, e.g., anomalous transport
systems [Zaslavsky 2002], fractal media (analogy with dim.
reg.) [Tarasov 2004–2007].
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Fractional integrals describe, e.g., anomalous transport
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10/51– Questions and caveats
Q1. In what sense do these models live on a “fractal”?
A1:
Dimensional flow is smooth, thus implying transitions
through states with noninteger dH and/or dS.
Q2. Are there fractals with integer dH and/or dS? A2: Yes (e.g.,
diamond fractals plane- or space-filling curves, . . . )
Q3. Does dH,S = 2 in the UV guarantee renormalizability? A3:
No. Detailed RG analysis is required.
Q4. Is it really necessary to imagine this model on a
“(multi)fractal”? A4: No, the important thing is dimensional
flow. But the fractal picture is natural.
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From real order to complex order
Discrete scale invariance
8 Scales hierarchy
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11/51– Real-order fractional spaces
EDα = (RD, %α, Calcα, ‖ · ‖, K)
MDα = (MD, %α, Calcα, ‖ · ‖, K)
Embedding space RD or MD.
Action measure %α.
Differential structure and calculus Calcα.
Natural norm ‖ · ‖.
“Laplacian” K.
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12/51– Measure (bilateral and isotropic)











Other choices of boundary or measure do not lead to different
physics. However, unilateral measures (xµ ≥ 0) seem not to be
fit for QM and QFT.
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13/51– Measure (bilateral and isotropic)
“Geometric” coordinates:
qµ := %α(xµ) =
sgn(xµ)|xµ|α
Γ(α+ 1)
⇒ d%α = dDq
Scaling property:
%α(λx) = λDα%α(x)
⇒ dH = Dα
Anomalous scaling natural in fractional (Lebesgue–Stieltjes)
integrals.
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(x− x′)γ ∂x′ f (x
′) , 0 < γ ≤ 1
Liouville derivative:





(x′ − x)γ ∂x′ f (x
′) , 0 < γ ≤ 1







dx′ (x′ − x)α−1f (x′) .
The measure %α defines a Weyl fractional integral.
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15/51– Norm
From the perspective of differential forms [Cottrill-Shepherd & Naber




δµν(|xµ − yµ||xν − yν |)γ
 12γ
This is a norm only if γ ≥ 1/2, i.e., when the triangle inequality
holds.
⇒We can restrict γ to lie in the range 12 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
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K = Kγ := 12ηµν(∂γµ∂γν +∞∂¯γµ∞∂¯γν ) , [Kγ ] = 2γ
Integer. Symmetry of L is ordinary Lorentz:
K = K1 = x = ∂µ∂µ , [K1] = 2 ,
q-theory.
K = Kq := q(x) , [Kq] = 2α .
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, [Kα] = 2 .
Hermitian. Also fractional self-adjoint Laplacians are possible.
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18/51– Hausdorff dimension





∝ RDα = RdH .
dH = Dα
Same result obtained via self-similarity theorem.
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20/51– Scale-dependent Hausdorff dimension


















R `∗ : V(D) ∼ RDα1
R `∗ : V(D) ∼ R˜Dα2 , R˜ = R`−1+α1/α2∗
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vµ(xµ) , vµ(xµ) ≥ 0 .
f˜ (k) :=
∫






dDk w(k) f˜ (k) e(k, x) , Kαe = −k2e .
Unitary and invertible, not necessarily automorphism.




, δw(k, k′) =
δ(k − k′)√
w(k)w(k′)
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22/51– Scalar field theory




















Field redefinition ϕ(x) :=
√




dDx L¯ , L¯ = −1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− [v(x)]1− n2V(ϕ) .
Formally, one can treat multifractal FTs as non-autonomous
FTs with spacetime-dependent couplings.
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= 0 ⇔ α = α∗ = 2D
V(φ) ∼∑Nn=1 λnφn, theory is PCR if [λN ] ≥ 0:
N ≤ 2Dα
Dα− 2 if α > α∗
N ≤ +∞ if α ≤ α∗ .
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24/51– Fractional translations
Self-adjoint momentum operator and unitary∞-dimensional
repr. of “translations”
Pˆµ := −iDµ = 1√v pˆµ
√







φ is a scalar density under x→ x + :




φ(x + ) .
Free action invariant under fractional translations.
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25/51– Poincaré symmetry of free theory
Free action (not measure or Lagrangian separately) Poincaré
invariant.
[Pˆµ, Pˆν ] = 0 ,
[Pˆµ, Jˆνρ] = i(ηµρPˆν − ηµν Pˆρ) ,
[Jˆµν , Jˆσρ] = i(ηµρJˆνσ − ηνρJˆµσ + ηνσ Jˆµρ − ηµσ Jˆνρ) ;
Jˆνρ := xν Pˆρ − xρPˆν = 1√v ˆνρ
√
v .
Pˆ and Jˆ do not generate ordinary Poincaré transformations.
Interacting theory: Poincaré algebra deformed, invariance
broken.
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26/51– EOM and energy-momentum tensor








=: sν(x, φ), Dˇµ := 1v∂µ (v · ) .
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{Pi,Pj}v = 0 , {Pi,H}v = DˇtPi .
Does a quantum theory exist with well-defined concept of
mass?
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29/51– Adiabatic switching
Perturbation theory can be consistently defined:
perturbative particle states generated by creation
operators in a spacetime region where the interaction is
adiabatically switched off.
I.e., mass and spin are understood for free-particle
quantum field operators φin and φout.
Physical Hilbert spaces built through repeated action of
asymptotic creation operators on the vacuum.
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a†(p)e∗v(p, x) + a(p)ev(p, x)
]
p0=ω(p)
[φ(t, x), piφ(t, y)] =
i
v0(t)
δv(x, y), a(p) =
a¯(p)√
v(p)









(−DµDµ + m2)G(x, y) = δv(x, y) .
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31/51– Comments
Power-counting arguments and computation of the
superficial degree of divergence agree.
Unitarity: no, loss of probability/states but expected and
under control.
Feynman diagrams under study.
Gravity: Same mechanism applies with L ∼ R.
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P = 0 , P(x, x′, 0) = δ(x− x′).









Initial condition δ(x− x′)→ f (x, x′) [Modesto & Nicolini 2010].
Different diffusion equations can give very similar
dimensional flow (dS ∼ Dβα/γ).
P ≥ 0 to make sense of spectral dimension. Plus, shape of
P important to understand effective quantum geometries.
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D , ` `∗ (IR)
Dα∗ , ` `∗ (UV) .







∼ 2 in the UV.
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34/51– One scale (N = 2)
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35/51– Other single-scale system









P = 0 ,




The spectral dimension dS has the same profile of the previous
figure.
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36/51– Stochastic model in the UV
Iterated Brownian motion X(σ) = B1(|B2(σ)|):(
∂1/2σ −∇2x
)
P = 0 , ⇔ (∂σ −∇4x)P = 1√piσ∇2xP(x, x′, 0) .
Skip applications
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37/51– RG flow and multifractal geometry
[x] = −1 by definition, i.e., x↔ p−1frac ∼ `.
Changing to geometric coordinates q(`) =
∑
n gn(`) %αn(x),
one could define instead physical momentum as conjugate
to q: pRG ∼ (pfrac)α ∼ L−1.
Momenta define the length unit at a given scale. “q-rods”
and “q-meters” vs classical/macroscopic x-rods and
x-meters.
RG scaling stems from comparison of any given scale
1/k = L ∝ `α with a classical scale 1/k0 = `. To get finite
results, the rod to use must be k-adapted (q-rod), yet
k0-dependent (q = q(x)).
Theories where anomalous scaling appears can be related
to multiscale geometries.
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38/51– Example: QEG
Anomalous scaling of metric: gµν(k) ∼ k−δgµν(k0).
Ascribed effectively to nontrivial measure weight:
vα(x)↔ √−g with α = 22+δ if k = pRG (so q coordinates).
Obvious.
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(phys. momentum in a
meas. at scale L)OO
momenta/rods adapted

oo // (pfrac)α ∼ L−1 ↔ q−1
(q-scale)OO
momenta fixed,
rods adapted via measure
k0 = pcl
(phys. momentum in a
meas. at classical scale `)
oo // pfrac ∼ `−1 ↔ x−1
(x-scale)
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40/51– QEG vs. multifractional picture
Multifractional spacetimes QEG spacetimes
Mapping
Coordinate x q(`) =
∑
n gn %αn q
Physical momentum pfrac p(`) pQEG
Scale dependence implicit explicit implicit
Probed scale ` = p−1frac L = p
−1 L = p−1QEG
Rods adapted via measure momenta momenta
Laplacian Kα ∼ ∂2x 1/α ∼ ∂2/αq
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41/51– Horˇava–Lifshitz gravity
Anisotropic fractional model:





D− 1 , i = 1, . . . ,D− 1 .
x0frac = x
0
HL = t , q
i = xiHL .




α ∼ piHL. Choice of momentum space!
HL multiscale geometry from hierarchy of differential Laplacian
operators, from order 2z (UV) to 2 (IR).
Different symmetries, physics inequivalent. Kα ∼ −∂2t + ∂2x vs.
K ∼ −∂2t + ∂2/αq .
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42/51– What is the meaning of dimension?
QEG: rods change, not the measure (fractal observer
measuring the fractal with q-rods).
Multifractional spaces: measure changes, not rods (integer
observer measuring the fractal at any scale with x-rod,
complementary description).
The very concept of dimensional flow is, in fact, the notion
of adapted rod.
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From real order to complex order
Outline
1 Motivation and introduction
Some numerology









From real order to complex order
Discrete scale invariance
8 Scales hierarchy
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From real order to complex order
43/51– Why to bother?
Return probability on deterministic fractals displays






F(σ) , F periodic in lnσ.
Complex fractional integrals approximate integrals on fractals.
Their average over a log-period are real-order fractional
integrals (which better approximate random fractals) [Nigmatullin &
Le Méhauté 2005].
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From real order to complex order
44/51– Complex fractional measures
%α(x)→ %α,ω = c+|x|α+iω + c−|x|α−iω, ω ≥ 0 .
Summing over α, ω and imposing S to be real,
S =
∫























Aα,ω and Bα,ω ∈ R. Form of measure also dictated by fractal
geometry arguments.
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From real order to complex order
45/51– Log-oscillating measure %α,ω(x)
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Discrete scale invariance
46/51– Discrete scale invariance









, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
implying a DSI:
x → λnωx , λω = exp(2pi/ω) , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
DSIs appear in chaotic systems [Sornette 1998].
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47/51– Boundary-effect and oscillatory regimes
Boundary-effect regime (` ∼ `∞).
|x|/`∞ ∼ 1, %(x) ∼ ln |x|,
natural relation with κ-Minkowski noncommutative
spacetimes (`∞ = `Pl).
Oscillatory transient regime (`ω = λω`∞ < ` `∗). Notion
of dim. and vol. ambiguous unless averaged. DSI.
Figure : α = 1/2 fixed, 〈dS〉 = 2, amplitudes ∼ 10−5.
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48/51– Multifractional regime (`ω  ` . `∗)
Mesoscopic scales, average of the measure:
%α(x) := 〈%α,ω(x)〉 ∝ |x|α, d%(x) ∼
∑
α gαd%α(x)
UV critical point at α = α∗ = 2/D, corresponding to dH = 2
and %(x) ∼ % 1
2
(x) ∝ |x|1/2.
Continuous symmetries emerge. Measure at each α
invariant under
q′µ(x) = Λµνq
ν(x) + a˜µ .
Fractional spacetimes are self-affine sets in geometric
coordinates.
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Fractional spacetimes are self-affine sets in geometric
coordinates.
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49/51– Classical regime (` `∗)
Ordinary Poincaré-invariant field theory on Minkowski
spacetime recovered:, %(x) ∼ %1(x) = x.
Dimension of spacetime is dH = dS = 4− , Euclidean
geometry in local inertial frames gets tiny corrections.
Bounds: || < 10−11 at scales ` ∼ 10−11m. `∗ < 10−18 m
constrained by particle physics observations.
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50/51– Status
1. “Euclidean” and “Minkowski” classical geometries.
2. Dimensional flow and discrete-to-continuum transition;
scale/dimension hierarchies.
3. Detailed classification of diffusion and stochastic processes in
quantum geometry.
4. Analytic control of the whole dimensional flow.
5. Relations with approaches to quantum gravity and insights in
RG/dimensional flow.
6. Momentum space and transform (with Nardelli).
7. Symmetries and propagator of scalar field (with Nardelli).
8. Power-counting renormalizability.
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50/51– Status
9. Relation with noncommutative spacetimes and clarification of
κ-Minkowski (with Arzano, Oriti & Scalisi).
10. Quantum mechanics worked out (with Nardelli & Scalisi).
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51/51– Agenda
1 Interacting scalar theory (in progress, with Nardelli).
2 Spinor representation of fractional Lorentz group and
fermionic field theory (in progress, with Nardelli).
3 Renormalization group: (i) β functions and UV fixed point,
(ii) Renormalizability, (iii) Quantum Lorentz violation.
4 Particle-physics phenomenology.
5 Diffeomorphisms and gravity.
6 Quantum gravity effective models.
7 Cosmology and inflation.
8 Observational constraints on multifractional geometries
(particle- and large-scale).
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